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CLEARPATH ACTION FUND ENDORSES KNIGHT, MCSALLY

ClearPath Action Fund is endorsing Rep. Steve Knight (R-Calif.) for a third term in the House and Rep. Martha McSally (R-Ariz.) in her Senate bid.

“Both of these Western Republicans represent areas where clean, reliable power and environmental stewardship are essential to their local economies and way of life,” ClearPath Action Fund Founder Jay Faison said. “Reps. Knight and McSally have demonstrated a clear commitment to ably representing their constituencies through the pursuit of aggressive innovation goals and clean energy research.”

ClearPath Action Fund will soon start running digital ads highlighting their records.

Knight is a leading sponsor of the Better Energy Storage Technology (BEST) Act, which would establish “moonshot” goals to promote the development of dramatically cheaper energy storage technologies. If achieved, these breakthroughs hold major economic potential for California as the state struggles to balance the need for grid reliability with higher levels of wind and solar, capturing excess electricity when demand and prices are low and then using that energy during peaks. The BEST Act is cosponsored by six Republicans and eight Democrats.

McSally has also supported an aggressive energy innovation agenda, including backing additional investments in the Department of Energy’s ARPA-E advanced energy effort. A former Air Force colonel, she also voted to protect the Pentagon’s ability to study the effects of a changing climate on our military to better protect our national security.

Both Knight and McSally supported a $1 billion increase in clean energy research in this year’s Department of Energy spending bill.
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About ClearPath Action Fund

ClearPath Action Fund is dedicated to building support for political leaders who believe in sensible clean energy solutions through market-based principles that capitalize on innovation. For more information, visit ClearPathActionFund.org.